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English Translation 

Jorge Luis Prats brings out warm 
blooded piano feast 
Until last week no one here had ever heard of master pianist Jorge Luis Prats. But after his 
Amsterdam recital last Sunday, which was widely covered in the press, this will change drastically. 
The South American piano feast brought out by the 52-year old Cuban, in a fully booked 
Concertgebouw, will be a debut much talked about for a long time to come.


Prats proved to have absolute control over the piano in the most difficult pieces. But instead of 
showing off technical abilities he concentrated on the musical narrative and the transmission of 
emotional content. His playing was more contagious and warm blooded than any of the pianists 
we have heard in the past years. Moreover, the main part of this repertoire has rarely been 
performed in the Master Pianist series! Which pianist really dares to take on Spanish and Latin-
American music, repertoire which requires a combination of enormous virtuosity and southern 
passion? In short, all the ingredients for a successful debut were there, and so it turned out.


While may pianists find it difficult to perform the first piece of their recital in full concentration or to 
capture the audience completely, Prats and his listeners were immersed in music from the very 
first notes of Villa-Lobos’ Bachianas brasileiras. Purists could of course grumble about Prats’ 
generous use of the right pedal. But it was clear he didn’t use this to hide anything, like lesser 
piano gods tend to, but to create a grand and organ-like sound. This suits this fusion music ‘avant 
la lettre’ very well, with its Baroque North German architecture transferred to the outstretched 
Brazilian forest.


Goyescas by Enrique Granados is delightful Andalusian music, full of guitar sounds and 
compelling gypsy melodies. The music is technically so difficult that hardly any pianist dares to 
take on the full cycle. Prats, relying on his resilient and accurate touch, had no difficulty 
whatsoever with the enormous amount of notes. The first three parts made a lavish impression. 
The more sober parts 4 and 5 appealed to me more. They seemed to come straight form the heart 
of Prats and land directly into the hearts of the audience.


Prats turned the piano into a complete tango-orchestra in Alta Gracia by his fellow countryman 
Carlos Fariñas. Then followed an unparalleled switch to a velvet touch in Ravel’s Gaspard de la 
nuit. The undisputed and expressive highlight of his imaginative performance of this piece was the 
macabre Le Gibet.


Prats stirred up the audience with Ravel’s magnificently performed La Valse and received a 
lengthy ovation. During the encores by his fellow countrymen Ignacio Cervantes and Ernesto 
Lecuona Prats revealed himself as a great musician and a gifted entertainer.
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